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How to Avoid the Shot and the Restrictions 
by Anonymous (Edited by Victor Cozzetto), December 2021


I don’t know who put this information together, but it is an excellent 
resource for those that want to protect their medical freedom. The 
methods listed below are being used effectively by people around the 
world, to enable them to continue to participate in social activities. These 
are not my words or experiences, and I have not reviewed them in depth; 
however, they were passed on to me by someone else that I trust, so I 
have high confidence in the resources listed. - Victor Cozzetto


——————————

There are a number of ways of avoiding the illegal calls to get jabbed.  
 
1. The first method is easy and very effective. Join the international 
Vaccine Control Group and order cards (available in English and German) 
for everyone in your family. The family rate is £20 and you can get them 
from https://vaxcontrolgroup.com/ 

 
     I already have such a card and have already used it. They have to treat 
you as "Recovered" as otherwise, there is no point in a control group. 
They have excellent very active support groups on Telegram that will 
answer every question. This is simple to use and you should just make 
sure that you can explain what a control group is and why it is important to 
be in it and left unvaccinated. I have shown the card to medical doctors 
and they understand and accept it immediately. You will find a full list of all 
their channels here: https://t.me/true_or_fake_channel/58 
 
2. The Vaccine Control Group offer ready made forms stating that you are 
exempted from being vaccinated. You just need to ask your doctor to sign 
it. My local doctor signed it for me. 
https://members.vaxcontrolgroup.com/resources  
 
3. Register yourselves with the Common Law Court as natural living men 
and women living on dry land under common law. This takes more work to 
understand, but this little video will explain the basics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YebDsPGo-k 
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     Basically, we are all sovereign human beings with universal rights that 
are higher that statute law. The state is basically a corporation and does 
not have jurisdiction over a human being. In order to do so, they trick 
everyone into identifying with their strawman. When they write to "MR. 
JOHN SMITH" (note they usually write your name in CAPITALS 
(CORPORATIONS deal with CAPITAL), they are really addressing your legal 
fiction, which was registered as a corporation with your birth certificate, 
not you as a human being. The trick is that most people do not know there 
is a difference and react to what they are being told. Corporations can only 
do business with other corporations, as they have no jurisdiction over men 
and women unless they agree to be ruled over. I have been learning about 
this for about a year and it is very interesting. By registering with the 
Common Law Court, you can officially declare yourself to be under 
Common Law and then you can refuse any mandates and they have no 
means of forcing you. I have done this as well. 
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/ 

 
     A good website explaining this is https://thepeopleslawyeruk.com  or 
for Germans, https://www.freiheitdurchwahrheit.com For those living in the 
United States, see  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YebDsPGo-k  
 
4. There are numerous laws that you can use to counter any mandates. 
The Nuremberg Code applies to everyone in the world any they cannot 
deny it. The vaccine mandates breaks all 10 rules and the penalty for 
breaking just one of them is the death sentence. This is a very effective law 
that you just need to understand and quote to them.  
https://medicalkidnap.com/2021/04/06/the-nuremberg-code-the-
universal-right-of-informed-consent-to-medical-interventions-has-been-
recognized-in-us-law-since-at-least-1914/  
For Germans: https://gesetze-ganz-einfach.de/nuernberger-kodex-
ethische-regeln-fuer-menschenversuche/  
 
5. The mandates are a breach of the "Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights" 
https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights  
 
6. The European Court of Justice has banned "Compulsory Vaccinations" 
https://institut-trivium.org/verbot-von-zwangsimpfung/  (this website is in 
English)
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